IC Start - Electronical
Starting Device
The IC Start is an electronic starting device
suitable for multiple sport applications.
It has built in sports ready to go settings for
Athletics, Swimming and Ice skating.
For custom options there is a separate option
where you can also load your custom start or
false start sounds.

The built in Flash that lights up the whole
handle or optional external flash can be used to
help hearing impariment or deafparticipants.
With its many inputs and outputs, it is the
perfect starting system and offer maximum
flexibility for all sports!

The System is delivered either with the IC/
Mic, an electronical microphone or the IC/E
Pistol, an electronical pistol. The system
can be used with multiple different types of
timekeeping system and brands of devices. IC
Control Media & Sports, Swiss Timing, Finish
Lynx, Qualisys, Alge and many more.
With its large 6,5” membrane speaker it offers
a great sound quality not only for the start
signal but also with commands, talk directly
through the microphone or sounds played
through the 3,5mm input. For outdoor sports
and bigger events, we recommend additional
external speakers that is easily plugged in to
the system. Through the XLR contact it is also
possible to plug in external sound systems.
It is easy to modify settings our sound strength
with its turn knob wheel, membrane keyboard
and big LCD screen.
It has two separate Start outputs and can
wirelessly trigger a third together with the
ATU-X system.
It also has an built in Flash as well as an
external Flash output

IC/Mic and IC/E-Pistol
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Options
Uppgrade with wierless backup
With the wierless Start Upgrade the IC Start is
equiped with an Wierless 2,4 GHz or 868 MHz
chip and antenna for wierless start together
with the ATU-X system.
Upgrade with Wierless Recaller controls
With the Wierless Recallers each judge can
trigger a false sound and recall the start.
Upgrade with external loudspeakers
For otdoor or bigger events it is a must, up to
10 picses is possible to attach to the system.
Upgrade with an external Flash
For hearing imparient or deaf this option can
help them to see the start signal instead of
hearing it.
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